
Background, Primary Use Case 

•Initial target application: small (< 50K sf) commercial buildings 
–Does not have on-site energy management staff, in-house buildings 

expertise, or a building automation system 

•Services staff use the sensor suitcase to initiate the building RCx process 
–Suitcase user installs and retrieves sensors, transfers data to PC for 

storage and analysis 
–Sensors log data for 4 to 8 weeks 

•Skilled employee, owner affiliate, or 3rd party contractor uses the software to 
generate improvement recommendations 

–Recommendations implemented directly by user, or other decision maker 
–Estimated utility cost impacts of recommendations are provided to motivate 

action 



Accomplishments -Field test 
(FY14)

* Building size: 5,500 ft2 

* Location: Berkeley California
* Seven packaged rooftop units with

gas heat, 2 monitored in test 
* Estimated annual utility expense: 

Electricity $5,985; Gas: $720 

* Building size: 10,000 ft2 

* Location: Lake Oswego, OR
* Three packaged rooftop units 
* with gas heat, 3 monitored in test 
* Estimated annual utility expense: 

Electricity $5,320 



Ø Users reported that hardware is well designed, and tablet to configure sensors is 
easy to use 

Ø Most sensors were successfully field deployed 
Ø Sensors collected data sufficient for analysis and problem identification 
Ø Files successfully transferred to the analysis software. 
Ø Valuable potential refinements identified for next phases of development

* Minimizing impact of solar absorption on temperature sensors 
* Weatherproofing of outdoor sensors 
* Further validation of HVAC state sensing 
* Enhance or increase number of attachment mechanisms to accommodate 

a diversity of configurations
* Lighter weight and compact suitcase 
* Additional signaling of status to user (e.g., with LED indicator lights)

Accomplishments: Field Test Findings (FY14) -
Hardware



Accomplishments: Field Test Findings (FY14) -
Analysis Software 

Ø Users reported that the software was easy to use, and the installation 
instructions were helpful 

Ø Analysis outputs and recommendations “seemed reasonable” to users

Ø Analysis outputs and recommendations validated through separate analysis of 
sensor data by laboratory staff with building science expertise 

Ø Refinement opportunities for next phase of development 
o Further vetting of diagnostic thresholds used in algorithms to identify 

problems 
o Further stakeholder feedback on necessity and value of utility cost 

information and associated savings estimates for each opportunity identified 
o Association of RTUs with zone ambient and diffuser air temperature sensors 



Accomplishments: Example Analysis Software 
Field Test Output 

Fault 1: Excessive
Lighting during the day

Fault 2:Excessive lighting 
during the night Fault 3: overcooling



Analysis Software Performance: LBNL B46A Trends from Lighting 
Sensors, Confirming Software Output

Software results agree with trend data inspection
Conference room 1126
Software did not identify the 
presence of  lighting faults

Lights only on in limited time 
periods during daytime
Lights off during nighttime and 
weekends
No excessive lighting

Hallway 1134 and 1184
Software identify the presence of  
lighting faults

Lights always on, day and night
Excessive lighting is flagged for 
both daytime and nighttime

Light was on for 3 hours 
during daytime and was off 
during nighttime

Light was 
off during 
weekday 

Light was 
off during 
weekday 

Lights were 
on

Hallway 1134 and 1184 at night 6



Analysis Software Performance: 
LBNL B46A Trends from Indoor Ambient and Diffuser Air Temperature 

Sensors, Confirming Software Output

Room cooled to ~73°F 

Low DT, RTU in cooling 
mode

Software results agree with trend data observation
Cooling setpoint too low during occupied hours (green line at ~73°F during 
daytime hours)
Algorithm provides reasonable output when only indoor ambient (AT) and 
diffuser air (DT) temperature sensors were available, due to damaged HVAC 
state sensor

*Room 1121, 1142 and 1149 have similar data trends

AT: Indoor ambient temp; DT: Diffuser air temp; 7



Analysis Software Performance: 
NorthWrite

Fault 1: Excessive lighting 
during daytime

Fault 2: RTU short cycling

Fault 3: Under-economizing

Fault 6: Overheating

Fault 4: Narrow dead-band

Fault 7: Overcooling

Fault 5: Lack of setback
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Analysis Software Performance: 
NorthWrite Trends from HVAC State Sensors, Confirming 

Software Output – Short Cycling

Software results agree with trend data inspection
Main room Illy: Software identified the presence of short cycling fault  
RTU cycling on and off too frequently (19-20 cycles/hour),	for multiple days 
in the monitoring period

Zoom for 9/11, short cycling behavior repeated many days in monitoring period

HS: HVAC state (0-off, 1-fan on, 2-compressor and fan on) 9



Demonstration Findings: General Analysis Software Usability and 
Learnability

Both users reported that the software was easy to use, and the installation 
instructions were helpful.

Analysis outputs and recommendations “seemed reasonable”

Required inputs to the analysis software
Building size and hours of occupancy were deemed relatively simple to obtain
Utility costs may be difficult to obtain
It was suggested that guidance materials highlight data that will be needed for the analysis.

Download data 
from sensor to 

suitcase

Upload data 
from suitcase to 

PC

Generate recs 
using UI in 

analysis 
software 10



Demonstration Findings: 
Uploading Data from Suitcase to Computer

Difficulty uploading data to from the Suitcase to computer: 
One tester had difficulty getting one of the Suitcases to connect to the laptop during the 
uploading process. The following day the process worked, and it is unclear whether the issue was 
user-related or Suitcase-related.  

Sensor/Suitcase pairing: Instructions said sensors did not have to be returned to their 
original suitcase, however, this did matter. Twice the expected number of data directories 
were created when sensors were not returned to the suitcase they began in. To prevent 
overwriting data, a manual workaround was required before uploading the data from the 2nd

suitcase. 

Ethernet cable from suitcase to computer worked fine, noted by one tester as 
preferable to wireless (no comment from other tester).

Download data 
from sensor to 

suitcase

Upload data 
from suitcase to 

PC

Generate recs 
using UI in 

analysis 
software 11



Demonstration Findings: 
Sensor Retrieval and Data Download

Sensor retrieval and data download was generally straightforward 
and the instructions were good. 

Data download time less than initially expected - ~40 min. total time.

Users suggested that an indicator light/pattern to signal download 
completion would be nice. 

Download data 
from sensor to 

suitcase

Upload data 
from suitcase to 

PC

Generate recs 
using UI in 

analysis 
software 12



General Takeaways

While there were questions from users and improvements that can be 
made for a more seamless workflow, the first field test of the 
technology was successful

Hardware generated sufficient data for analysis. Cause of failure (one 
sensor) will be investigated.
Analysis software output provided meaningful, sensible results

Future tests will provide opportunity to further vet diagnostic thresholds
Reasonable output when no HVAC state sensor data was available, using only 
indoor ambient temp and diffuser air temp data

Early market feedback indicated strong interest and broad applicability 
from potential users
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General Recommendations

Develop single ‘getting started guide’ for the 
hardware/software sensor suitcase that contains 

Each step in the process of installing the sensors, transferring data, and 
using software 
A list of ‘what you will need’, i.e. building area, hours of occupancy, annual 
utility cost information (currently required), access to the roof (strongly 
preferred), ladder (likely)
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